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Mathematical biologist whose academic research covered a wide range of subjects, from malaria to birdsong dialects ...
Nicholas Britton obituary
The University of Oxford ... guide us as we continue to scale the Reach Alliance internationally." The Center for Inclusive Growth advances equitable and sustainable economic growth and financial ...
University of Toronto's Reach Alliance expands to University of Oxford, University College London and Tecnológico de Monterrey
Dr Sarah Hunter, Chief Economist for BIS Oxford Economic ... as a share of the economy via rapid economic growth.” This model was backed by a panel of eminent economists speaking at National ...
Invest in growth to tame budget: economists
My Oxford colleague Professor Colin Mayer and I ... Among listed oil and gas companies, it scores the lowest in a Bloomberg Business Model Transition Score, and between 2015-2020 its low-carbon ...
ExxonMobil’s Investor Magical Mystery Tour (Is Waiting To Take You Away!)
Allan Dafoe is associate professor and director at the Centre for the Governance of AI, Future of Humanity Institute, University of Oxford ... in consumer and financial markets, in e-mail ...
Cooperative AI: machines must learn to find common ground
Q1 2021 Results Earnings Conference Call May 04, 2021, 5:00 pm ET Company Participants Bryan Kipp - Vice President of Investor Relations Prahlad Singh ...
PerkinElmer, Inc. (PKI) CEO Prahlad Singh on Q1 2021 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
Arjuna Dibley is a graduate fellow at the Steyer-Taylor Center for Energy Policy and Finance, Stanford Law School, Stanford University, California, USA; and a researcher at the Oxford Sustainable ...
National COVID debts: climate change imperils countries’ ability to repay
This 1976 Marina 1.8 HL was the result of a facelift when an all-new model was what financially ... British Leyland introduced the Minor 1000 and the Oxford Series VI’s successor.
UK’s rarest cars: the Morris Marina, epitomising British Leyland awfulness for 50 years
Sony was taking it to the next level. To dial up the excitement surrounding the launch of its video game console the Playstation 5, the electronics giant teamed up with Transport for London (TfL) for ...
Advertising crash leaves black hole in Transport for London's finances
A statement read: “The European Super League failed in part due to a model of distorted and unfair financial distributions, a criticism that can also be levelled at the current financial model ...
EFL calls for ‘economic reset’ following European Super League failure
United Airlines reported “strong evidence” of pent-up demand for air travel and was positioned to take advantage of a recovery in business and international flights. The carrier on Monday said it is ...
Coronavirus: United Airlines sees ‘strong evidence’ of demand for air travel — as it happened
Half a year after the collapse of retail tycoon Sir Philip Green's empire, the sale process of TopShop's flagship Oxford Street store has begun in earnest. According to a report in the Sunday Times, ...
Topshop's empty Oxford Street premises on sale for £420m
To that end, Character has enlisted the services of Kimelberg PLLC (legal assistance), Oxford Pennant (mentoring ... In addition, Character will allocate financial modeling assistance to the ...
“Make-it on Main!” – New Restaurant Concept Competition
The woman behind Oxford's Covid-19 vaccine is set to land ... in news that was first reported by the Financial Times. It comes after the company raised $168m (£122m) earlier this year in a ...
Professor Sarah Gilbert to net £15m after Oxford vaccine start-up makes US debut
the sale process of TopShop's flagship Oxford Street store has begun in earnest. According to a report in the Sunday Times, the Grade II listed building has a guide price of £420m ($580.3m ...
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